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INTRODUCTION
In this report we attempt to ascertain the optimum working conditions of a pile oscillator and to compare this method with the danger coefficient technique from the point of view of minimum amount of resonance absorption (from a fission product, for example) which can be detected. This aspect of the problem is of importance because the available amount of isolated fission product may be very small in some cases. The model used in the present calculations uses one group of thermal neutrons corrected for resonance absorption.
Changes in slowing down power produced by the sample and scattering effects are not accounted for.
The influence of sample self-absorption as well as spatial dependence of the epithermal flux will be phenomenologically included by using an effective resonance integral.
The space-time behavior of the absorption properties of the sample will be described by means of a /-function.
The reactor kinetic equations will be obtained by using a single mode expansion of the flux, which is very accurate 1 2 for low frequencies of oscillation. ' The theoretical results will be applied to a bare reactor model equivalent to the fully reflected parallelepiped BSR-I by using suitable reflector savings and the same homogeneous core composition. Number of atoms/cm of fission products.
Resonance escape probability for the initial and perturbed reactor, respectively.
Instantaneous position of the sample.
Average position of the center<,of the sample.
Speed of thermal neutrons .
Volume of the sample and reactor, respectively.
Fractional yield of the jth delayed neutron group.
Prompt neutron flux.
Ratio of nonescape probability of delayed-to-prompt neutrons.
Neutron multiplicity. (Also frequency = ^= sec" ) Frequency (rad/sec).
Macroscopic fission cross section.
Epithermal absorption cross section of fission products.
Dimensions of reactor, including reflector savings.
Effective resonance integral.
Average logarithmic energy change by collision.
Macroscopic scattering cross section.
:-:.6 '•03 For the sake of further discussion we will assume that the reactor reactivity input is given by
where p is given by Eq. 1.2.
cc s '04 -5- This is equivalent to S = 2.9 10 cm of resonance 2 2 absorption as compared with the above figure of 3*88 10 cm. . 
RECOMMENDATIONS and CONCLUSIONS
The oscillator should work at low frequencies because the reactor transfer function is independent of the neutron lifetime, and the higher flux modes are 5 eliminated. The signaltonoise ratio is also optimum at low frequencies.
Previous experimentation in locating the detector in order to minimize the scattering effect should be performed using samples of pure scatterers. The sample should be located around Z/k in the vertical axis (Z is the axial reactor length) to minimize the harmonic content of the reactivity signal.
A carefully designed integrator followed by a null system or analog com puter analyzer should be used for analyzing the reactor output. Studies have v.. 6 GQ6 E th 2 -1 P = fast nonleakage probability for prompt neutrons = (l + T B ) 2 -1 P 0 = nonleakage probability for delayed neutrons = (l + T, B )
T ,T, = age to thermal for prompt and delayed neutrons, respectively 2 B = buckling of the equivalent bare reactor.
The adjoint flux equations for the reactor which has been brought to critical with the cadmium box inserted are:
Multiplying Eq. A.l by <t> (r) and Eq. A.8 by <t>(r,t), integrating over the system, subtracting and applying Green's Theorem and the pertinent boundary conditions, we get
Multiplying Eq. A.2 by P <t> (r) and integrating over the system we get
Using the definitions f'!L6
